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STATUTORY RULES OF NORTHERN IRELAND
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The Official Feed and Food Controls
Regulations (Northern Ireland) 2006

PART 2
MAIN PROVISIONS

Monitoring of enforcement action

7.—(1)  The Agency has the function of monitoring the performance of enforcement authorities
in enforcing relevant audit legislation.

(2)  That function includes, in particular, setting standards of performance (whether for
enforcement authorities generally or for particular authorities) in relation to the enforcement of any
relevant audit legislation.

(3)  Each annual report of the Agency shall contain a report on its activities during the year in
enforcing any relevant audit legislation for which it is the enforcement authority and its performance
in respect of—

(a) any standards under paragraph (2) that apply to those activities; and
(b) any objectives relating to those activities that are specified in the statement of objectives

and practices under section 22 of the Food Standards Act 1999(1).
(4)  The Agency may make a report to any other enforcement authority on their performance in

enforcing any relevant audit legislation and such a report may include guidance as to action which
the Agency considers would improve that performance.

(5)  The Agency may direct an authority to which such a report has been made—
(a) to arrange for the publication in such manner as may be specified in the direction of, or

of specified information relating to, the report; and
(b) within such period as may be so specified to notify the Agency of what action they have

taken or propose to take in response to the report.
(6)  Section 19 of the Food Standards Act 1999 shall apply in relation to information obtained

through monitoring under this regulation as if it were information obtained through monitoring under
section 12 of that Act.

(1) 1999 c. 28
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